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RHINO 4X4 EVOLUTION BUMPER
The Evolution bumper will give your vehicle an aggressive off-road look without
compromising the natural lines and aesthetics of your 4x4 vehicle.
They are manufactured from 3 and 6mm steel and will provide all the necessary
protection. The Evolution bumper will give your vehicle a class leading approach
angle. They are winch compatible, have 2 snatch rated recovery points and includes
2 x imported Fog Lights as well as a heavy duty bashplate that is form punched for
strength, this is an optional extra on other brands.
COLOUR OPTIONS:
The Evolution bumper is finished in a hard-wearing powder coat and is available in
White or Matt Black.
The Centre insert (above the winch plate) is available in Chrome or Matt Black
SAFETY
The Evolution bumper has carried out many dynamic crash tests to ensure it
complements the vehicles existing safety systems and is airbag compatible.
AIRFLOW
Our bumpers has been tested to provide maximum airflow to all the necessary cooling parts of your engine.
INSTALLATION:
The Evolution bumper is the first modular 3 piece designed bumper replacement, which differentiates it from all other replacement bumpers.
The modular design allows you to replace individual parts in the event of an accident.
It’s a complete bolt on installation, your existing bumper gets removed and can be saved or sold, no bumper cutting is done.
OPTIONAL EXTRA’S
Colour coding to your vehicle specification
•
Winch
•
Spotlight bar

•

Spotlights

•

Front Removable Tow Hitch

REAR EVOLUTION BUMPER
They are manufactured from 3 and 6mm steel and will provide all the necessary
protection. The Rear Evolution bumper will give your vehicle a class leading Departure
angle and a tread plate step for easy accessibility to the vehicle, roofrack or rooftop tent.
It includes a 3350kg Detachable tow hitch.
COLOUR OPTIONS:
The Evolution bumper is finished in a hard-wearing powder coat and is available in
White, Matt Black or Chrome Finish.
OPTIONAL EXTRA:
Detachable Tow hitch with drop plate

ROCKSLIDERS
Our Rocksliders are manufactured from 3mm mild steel rectangular tube for the slider
and 3mm round tubing for the step and side impact protection, which bolts directly on
to your chassis using 6mm laser cut folded plate and high tensile zinc plated bolts.
Each Rockslider is fitted with 2 x Hi-Lift Jack points.
•

Our Rock sliders are finished in a hard-wearing matt black Powder coat. They are
designed to be both practical as a full rock slider and yet still have our trademark
mix of tough as well as the subtle styling we have become known for.

•

No vehicle modifications or welding are required to install our Rocksliders. They
protrude just enough to use as a step however their main purpose is vehicle
protection with the added benefit of making your vehicle look tough.

Available at accredited fitment centres country wide:

www.rhino4x4.co.za
010 595 0229
info@rhino4x4.co.za

